
KHRONOS NEW INITIATIVE PROPOSAL "Open4D"

1. Initiative Name 


title:  Open4D (workflow)

subtitle: Open Standards for 4D Production Workflows


2. Change History 


May 19, 2021 – this is the Preliminary First Draft


3. Primary Contact(s) 


Dayton Taylor, Digital Air, dayton.taylor@digitalair.com


4. Companies sponsoring this proposal 


Digital Air, others TBD (first step is to propose the idea to Khronos to see if there is interest)


5. Overview of industry need and market opportunity 


Digital Air has been awarded the first phase of an Epic MegaGrant to produce Rights Free 4D 
Human Datasets (Face and Body) for Open Source 4D Research and Standards Development. 

 

Specialization across complex 4D workflows necessarily results in vendors that are experts at 
parts of a workflow and not others. Open 4D workflow standards will support multi-vendor 4D 
workflows that include both proprietary and non-proprietary intermediary steps. Workflow 
standards will accelerate development of graphics engine playable digital humans based on 
live action performances. The latter will benefit by additional standards that grow out of 4D 
workflow standards.


6. Why is Khronos a suitable organization for this initiative?  

4D assets are a hybrid of MPEG-type 2D texture encoding combined with 3D geometries. 
MPEG and other video codecs that can be used for the 2D texture aspects of the standards 
are already well defined. Khronos already has its focus on open standards for 3D graphics and 
processes that take place on GPUs and that is where the focus of Open4D is headed.


7. How would this complement, or expand, Khronos’ existing work?  

Our current proposal is for open standards for data portability and multi-vendor workflows. 
Ultimately an additional Khronos standard will be needed for streamable playable 4D assets 
(similar to WebXR or GLtf but for compressed 4D assets: meshes plus textures plus time.)


8. Are there competing or complementary standards or initiatives?  

Yes and no. WebXR is complimentary but is at the delivery-end of the workflow. Alembic is 
similar but not specific to 4D workflows. Both lack compression and rigging. At least some of 
the platforms, for example Microsoft, are pursuing or already have closed proprietary formats 
and end-to-end workflows. I've spoken with Steve Sullivan, Microsoft's principal in charge of 
that effort, since 2017 and he has always expressed that Microsoft understands that the 
ecosystem needs many players and that Microsoft will support a healthy ecosystem out of self 
interest despite their initial proprietary efforts, which they viewed as necessary since there were 
no standards. Similar efforts are likely underway at more secretive companies like Apple and 
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for the same reasons as Microsoft they are also likely to support a push for standards. Same 
with Facebook, Snapchat, Bytedance, Epic, Unity, etc.


9. Who would be the target implementers and users of this new standard?  

Game engines, operating systems, 4D capture studios, compression software intermediaries 
(including machine learning-based compression), XR device platforms including mobile devices 
and W3C (WebXR).


10. Exploratory Group operational preferences 

a) Exploratory Group Chair  

Neil Trevett


b) Should it be open to non-members (under NDA)? If so, who should be invited? 


Yes


4DViews (French 4D studio)

Volucap (German 4D studio)

Volograms (Irish 4D studio)

8i (New Zealand  4D studio)

Infinite Realities (UK 4D studio)

Digital Air (Swiss 4D studio)

Steve Sullivan (USA, Microsoft's 4D studios)

Adam Kirk (USA, formerly Microsoft studios, now CEO of omnivor.io)

Diego Prilusky (USA, Intel's 4D studios)

Nick Penwarden, Vladimir Mastilovic (Epic 3Lateral)

Danny Lang, Krasimir Nechevski (Unity)

Naureen Mahmood (Max Planck, Meshcapade)

Paul Debevec & Steve Seitz (USC ICT, UW, Google) plus someone from ARCore

someone from Apple from ARKit

Ari Shapiro (USC ICT, Bytedance)

someone from Snapchat Lens Studio

Michael Cohen & Manohar Paluri, plus someone from SparkAR (Facebook)


c) Should the Exploratory Group issue a public call for (under NDA) participation?  

Yes


d) Should public (non-NDA) feedback be solicited?  

Yes


e) Is a grant of fee-waived temporary membership for any key proposers requested? 


TBD


11. Any other details, supporting materials or resources to consider?  

Yes. I have posted detailed blog posts on 4D Standards, 4D Datasets, and 4D Workflows at 
https://digitalair.com/ and the MegaGrant deck at DigitalAir_Epic_Megagrant_Deck_NB.pdf
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Open4D Standards for 4D Workflows -- Key Features 

• flexible and inclusive 


• more in common with standards for metadata than standards for compression initially -- 
compression and rigging come later


• metadata should include 


1. a list of what 4D features the data includes 


2. camera original images


3. camera metadata


4. camera calibration information  (position in 3D space, etc)


5. mesh format -- are meshes unique per frame, key framed with deltas, or a single 
animated mesh?


6. texture format -- are textures unique per-frame or a temporally compressed 
sequence?


7. 3D element scale 


8. animation rigs (bones / joints) - if present, what format or standard is used?


9. proprietary descriptors including rights metadata


• open discussion and exploration of other features and descriptors needed


• discuss what's missing and not needed in WebXR and Alembic as a starting point


• perhaps 4DViews or Microsoft or other proprietary formats want to contribute (Microsoft 
could be problematic because of proprietary encoding and their own patents)


• part of the goal of workflow standards is to establish a foundation for more complete 
format standards, therefore issues such  as proprietary compression or engine-specific 
face and body rigs (for example) can initially be accommodated within the metadata in the 
workflow standards as options 


• workflow standards should not be particularly difficult to arrive at, but they will be very 
useful


• workflow standards won't require the direct participation of all of the heads of research 
listed above -- but they will likely appreciate their importance and support with staff


• standards beyond workflow such as compression and rigging on the other hand will get 
very complex - and can't happen without workflow standards and open collaboration
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